**Note:** Install SoftStop® Parallel to roadway when offset is required by design engineer, see SoftStop® manual for requirements.

**Back of Post #2 - #8**

**Detail A**

1. Refer to SoftStop® Assembly Manual.
2. Proper site grading should be accomplished in accordance with local specifying agency guidelines and the AASHTO Roadside Design Guide.
3. Install the SoftStop® Terminal (5' Blocks) directly to a rigid barrier.
4. Under no circumstances shall the guardrail within the SoftStop® be cropped.
5. Manufacturer suggests customer to provide reflectorization of the terminal.
6. It is acceptable to install the SoftStop® Impact Head parallel to the grade line or with an upward tilt. See SoftStop® Assembly Manual for specific details.

---

**Detail B**

- **Post #0** (At Anchor Post #0)
- **Post #1, Shown near ground**

---

**Detail C**

- **Post #1** (Flattened (4 Piles))
- **Post #0** (Orient so vertical leg is down)

---

**Detail D**

- **Post #1** (Tightened)
- **Post #2** (Reference Line and Note 6)

---

**Sections F-F**

- **Section G-G**

---

**Material:**

See Parts List

- **Estimated Weight:** ©2012-2015 Trinity Highway Products, LLC. All rights reserved.